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HANNABI was founded on the idea that, 
Hungary’s light industry provides outstanding 
facilities for manufacturing small series of hi-
gh-quality furniture. Despite the young age 
of our company we pulled off a great success 
both inland and internationally owing to our 
commitment in design and quality and our per-
ception of approaching furniture production 
in a unique way. We seek those areas where 
the primary value of a product is not its po-
tential for mass production but its individuality.
HANNABI customizes its couches in a 
unique way: width and depth parameters of 

our furniture can be fit for any specific inte-
rior with the accuracy of centimeters. Since 
not all pairs of fabric and shape give the de-
sired aesthetic experience, by the inspirati-
ons of our designers and international trends 
we prepared a collection of textiles, which 
helps our customers have an open and su-
itable choice of fabrics for the desired model.
We hope our creations bond together with 
their users in the long run. When you sit on a 
HANNABI sofa, you become a traveller who 
is touched by both old-time craftsmanship 
and the consciousness and purity of the future.

inTRODUCTION

concept  AnikóRácz
graphics Beáta Turchany / Skkotch.ch
collage  Angie Pálmai / Courated by Atelier



This sofa range involves several mo-
dular pieces which transmit stability 
and confidence thanks to its muscu-
lar, cubic lines. However, its oblique 
silhouette and wide stiching make it 
light and playful. The slanted pieces 
can be aligned endlessly and lean on 
eachother in an engaging union. Its 
elegance copes well in every urban 
environment and with its industri-
al accessories it fits lofts and clas-
sic downtown interiors especially well.
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MAFFIA 
textile collection

model no.1

DON BANDINI's
I am.
I won’t do what he is asking for. Not even for him..
That comes at a price, you know

are
you

MAN ?



PHI
textile collection

model no.1

The pen dances among her long, thin 
fingers.
- Did you know that calligraphy is 
considered the noblest kind of serving 
God in the East? 
She raises her eyes to mine and breaks 
into a smile.
- You always say that – and she carries 
on writing.

I love how
she writes
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flat edges
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elements

VA POUFFe armrestSLANT

textilescharacteristic
This sofa range involves several modular 
pieces which transmit stability and confi-
dence thanks to its muscular, cubic lines. 
However, its oblique silhouette and wide 
stiching make it light and playful. The slan-
ted pieces can be aligned endlessly and 
lean on eachother in an engaging union. Its 
elegance copes well in every urban envi-
ronment and with its industrial accessories 
it fits lofts and classic downtown interiors 
especially well.

MAFFIA COLLECTION
The fabrics for this model were inspired 
by the gangster world of the 30s and 
40s and its still defining men’s fashion. 
Fabrics were selected according to the 
elegant outerwears of the 20s which 
involve not only the classic striped pat-
terns and tweeds but soft textiles in solid 
colors and printed motifs as well.

PHI COLLECTION
Harmony of two colours in golden ratio. 
Solid, puritan textiles, exciting combina-
tions of colours.

structure
Flexible, stress-resistant polyurethane 
foam, load-bearing fittings and polyester 
on hardwood frame.
padding
Cushions are filled with multi-layered 
polyurethane foam and polyester fiberfill.
Feet
Hardwood feet, screwed to the frame
Extras
Headrest can be built into the backrest. 
Pull-up table, applicable to armrests and 
seats, sintered sheet-metal



Nomad’s modern lines can give 
an elegant, simple frame to eth-
nic, hand-made accessories of 
our homes hence they fit any ur-
ban environment. Natural fabrics 
and shades of sand, grey and earth 
suit this model well. Combining its 
special accessories we can cre-
ate more vivacious or subtle ar-
rangements. We recommend it to 
modern rural homes and to urban 
spaces that emphasize on serenity 
and natural style in their interiors..
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NOMaD
Textile collection

model no.2

as he was
Down staring

into the abyss
the lump got bigger and bigger in his 
throat.
It’s almost sheer.
Pull yourself together, you did not 
climb up here to pipe down.
Let’s go.
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50 - 90

70 - 300

linen colored double stitch

43
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textilescharacteristic
Nomad’s modern lines can give an 
elegant, simple frame to ethnic, hand-
made accessories of our homes hence 
they fit any urban environment. Natu-
ral fabrics and shades of sand, grey and 
earth suit this model well. Combining its 
special accessories we can create more 
vivacious or subtle arrangements. We 
recommend it to modern rural homes 
and to urban spaces that emphasize on 
serenity and natural style in their interiors.

NOMAD COLLECTION
FWe offer a selection of soft, fine struc-
tured, sheer and linen-like natural fabrics 
which fit urban and bright rural homes, as 
well. The colour wheat, appearing on the 
stitching and embroidery, gives a natural 
tone to every other applied colour.

structure
Stress-resistant polyurethane foam, 
load-bearing fittings and polyester on 
iron frame.
PADDING
Cushions are filled with multi-layered 
polyurethane foam and polyester fiberfill.
feet
Hardwood feet, screwed to the frame.
Extras
Pouffe
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3
Different textiles are combined on the 
model’s dynamic shape which - depend-
ing on their composition - can grant this 
piece of furniture unique atmosphe-
re, from old-school to futuristic looks. 
The extraordinary stitching plays an im-
portant role in closing off the textiles.



said Andy and tore an 
other stamp.

enough
not

colorful

All right, all right, but

NEoN SKIN
textile collection

model no.3



GRUND
textile collection

model no.3

We plucked, bit and kicked each other, 
and they only parted us as we were roll-
ing in the dust in our ragged clothes.

the

in a draw

f1ght
ended



As it is characteristic to HANNABI, up-
holstery often resembles clothing. Fabrics 
of GRUND rediscover the natural ma-
terials of that time’s sportswear, such as 
leather and the strong textile of sneakers. 
When combining them, the role of stit-
ching becomes more significant.

GRUND COLLECTION
KBattered leather and strong textiles res-
emble the atmosphere of old times’ football.

NEON SKIN COLLECTION
Tinted, eco and imitation leather of mo-
dern finish in a wide range of colours, from 
pastel to neon tones.
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strong stitches
between two materials

textilescharacteristic
Different textiles are combined on the 
model’s dynamic shape which - depend-
ing on their composition - can grant this 
piece of furniture unique atmosphe-
re, from old-school to futuristic looks. 
The extraordinary stitching plays an im-
portant role in closing off the textiles.

structure
Flexible, stress-resistant polyurethane 
foam, load-bearing fittings and polyester 
on hardwood frame.
padding
Cushions are filled with multi-layered 
polyurethane foam and polyester fiberfill.
feet
Hardwood feet, screwed to the frame.
extras
Pouffe.



women
from

earth
The Women From Earth was launched to 
the international audience in the Design-
Junction, in London, 2013. A graceful, 
tiny armchair that has comfort and ele-
gance like any armchair but space requi-
rements like a chair. Especially for this 
item there are covers designed in coo-
peration with different fashion designers.



dOri

tomcsAnyi
chair covers 
Designer: Dori Tomcsanyi
Retailer: HANNABI

jacket
Designer and retailer:
Dori Tomcsanyi
www.doritomcsanyi.com  



women 
from

earth
ANOKI cover



women 
from

earth

6058
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43

textilescharacteristic
Comfortable item with small space 
requirements. The simplistic lines and 
the particular legs give a fress general 
effect to the furniture. The uniquely de-
signed covers give more characteristics 
and make more colourful its outlook.

Cover by fashion designer Dori Tomcsanyi
Made of cotton, upper-woven neoprene.

We recommend to choose Phi divided 
and Nomad natural textiles for the basic 
model with Anoki cover.
For further details please see our catalog 

structure
Stress-resistant polyurethane foam in va-
ried densities and polyester on hardwood 
frame. The backrest and the armrest made 
of upholstered, curved plywood.
EXTRAS
Removeable, made of ashwood. 
LEGS
Removeable, made of ashwood. Available 
in RAL colours and copper.



CONCRET
MARBLE



CONCRET
MARBLE
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characteristic
The mood of the tables recall the 70’s 
with a little twist like the marble look-like 
tops are made of concrete. The collection 
consists of two coffee and two side tab-
les with different sizes that can be placed 
in different arrangements. This Concret 
Marble table is produced in a coope-
ration of KAZA Concret and Hannabi.

STructure

Tops made of decor concrete, 
legs are sintered steel hollows.

Tops made of decor concrete, legs are 
sintered steel hollows.



ombRella

23

45 70 90

75

25

characteristic
The pieces of the Ombrella lamp family 
are light and have a certain characteris-
tics. Applied in groups on the ceiling they 
create the effect of floating objects like 
jelly fish that provided the main inspira-
tional background to these lamps. They 
can be exceptionally decorative in solo, 
in duo or in group as well.  

STructure
The Ombrella lamps are made of flexible 
steel. The suspension is combined with 
industrial accessories (ceiling roller), in 
order to create the possibility of appli-
cation in group at ceilings with only one 
electrical stance. Surface treatment: 
sintering. Kit: textile cord and porcelain 
socket. 
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GOBLIN’s elegance and intimacy reflect 
the classic, yet swiftly changing, exciting 
financial world. The high headrests turned 
opposite each other result in a discrete, 
private atmosphere even at the busiest 
spots. The model’s light proportions and 
straight lines create a vibrant, airy space.



KOBOLD
TEXTILe collection

model no.4

Into pillows
In your wallet
In bonds, in stocks

In the bank at an interest
In aunty’s safe

Locked up in a drawer
Or straight

into goblins’ secret stacks.
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textilescharcteristics
GOBLIN’s elegance and intimacy reflect 
the classic, yet swiftly changing, exciting 
financial world. The high headrests turned 
opposite each other result in a discrete, 
private atmosphere even at the busiest 
spots. The model’s light proportions and 
straight lines create a vibrant, airy space.

When considering fabrics for Goblin, we 
recalled Wall Street classics as an inspi-
ration. However, we apply the patterns 
in revised proportions and with additi-
onal themes, printed on textiles, hence 
they are placed to a fresh, new context.

structure
Stress-resistant polyurethane foam in 
varied densities and polyester on iron 
frame. Backrest: layers of polyester fi-
berfill on plywood frame.
padding
Cushions are filled with multy-layered 
polyurethane foam and polyester fiberfill.
feet
Hardwood feet, screwed to the frame.
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In the design phase we did not only pay atten-
tion to the basic functions that generally de-
termine a sofa’s ergonomic design, but crea-
ted a multifunctional model on which we can 
enjoy all sorts of activities from afternoon rest 
to work, thanks to the model’s soft edges, the 
armrests’ and backrest’s height parameters and 
to its accessories. The architectural structu-
re enables arranging the pieces after one’s indi-
vidual needs. Since the model was designed to 
stand stable even without joining its elements, 
you have the freedom to rearrange the pieces 
when hosting guests and on special occasions.



BOX
TEXTILe collection

model no.5

If you snap and get the swing of it that permanent is too 
much, it shifts and clicks that change may only bring you luck may

BRING
luck...
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textilescharacteristics
In the design phase we did not only pay at-
tention to the basic functions that generaly-
ly determine a sofa’s ergonomic design, but 
created a multifunctional model on which 
we can enjoy all sorts of activities from af-
ternoon rest to work, thanks to the model’s 
soft edges, the armrests’ and backrest’s 
height parameters and to its accessories. 
The architectural structure enables arranging 
the pieces after one’s individual needs. Sin-
ce the model was designed to stand stable 
even without joining its elements, you have 
the freedom to rearrange the pieces when 
hosting guests and on special occasions.

Matching the newest trends, we eased up 
the strong architectonic shape of BOX 
by the lavish, XL sized upholstery, thereby 
emphasizing its casual elegance and relax 
functions.

structure
Stress-resistant polyurethane foam in va-
ried densities and polyester on hardwood 
frame. Backrest: layers of polyester fiberfill 
on plywood frame. 
padding
Cushions are filled with multy-layered po-
lyurethane foam and polyester fiberfill.
feet
Plywood feet.
Extras
Shelf applicable to backrest, which can 
function as breakfast or laptop table tray. 
Pull-up table, applicable to seats. Pouffe



TEXTILEs
We use fabrics with a classification of DIN EN ISO 12947-1+ 
and DIN EN ISO 12947-2, high wear resistance, washable 
and easy to clean. We offer a wide range of textiles available in 
various colors, including eco and artificial leather and fabrics 
suitable for upholstering furniture for increased public use.



MAFFIA TEXTILE collection

RUGANA MELIS

PHI TEXTILe collection

FORtIS



NOMàD TEXTILe collection

JENA BOOM



Jean

grund TEXTIle collection

jena kimber

neon skin   &

Lina

box TEXTILe collections



kobold TEXTILe collection

lux life / printedfortis

kobold TEXTILe collection printed patterns

checked

striped fragments

f1shbone bigf1shbone big


